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what has been a source of great national pride in south africa is now simply an embarrassment. south africa has been doing some of the best work in africa, for its women and its youth
in particular. by hosting the event there, we opened our eyes to the fact that, despite south africa's government being a vibrant democracy, its football society is still a tin-pot

dictatorship. fifa's decision to allow russian hosts to build their own stadium in july, before south africa's, in a competition on infrastructure, shows that. south africa has been relegated
to the bottom of the football hierarchy, and its base of power is no longer its players or its coaches. the vast majority of south africans would probably favour the creation of a semi-

professional league; bettering the cape town city football association, which is still a very good club, not a great one. the ramblers football club, formerly ajax cape town, have their own
stadium in cape town but hardly any support, mainly because most of their fans are foreigners who come over to watch south africa play and then go home. after getting a deal with the

mamelodi sundowns, a neighbouring club that has shown the advantages of a professional league in successfully marketing itself, the cape town outfit has recently been bought by
iranian businessmen. the other side are real maputo from mozambique, a small country of nine million people, and the club has been boosted over the years by the likes of joaquin peiro

and bebeto, players of portuguese descent. it is the first time that the new world cup format is played, and for the first time all eight teams will play outside their respective home
countries. this is the first time in 84 years that the world cup will not be held in europe. even if russia were to win the world cup, it is unlikely that the results and achievements will be

recognised. its an over-excitement," says riabov. i guess not, since the russians won a record fourth consecutive world cup title in sochi in 2014.
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for the undercurrent of political tension in the country, there are few soccer fans ready to take note, even if the game against croatia was the best for the whole year in russian history. it
was not the best for the russian people, however. just to remind us, they have spent the last two weeks of the campaign involved in a hugely unpopular war in the middle east. they

might have been watching an obscure game between two teams that have fewer fans as h&m, but such is the cultural power of the world cup games in south africa that they became a
barometer of the political mood in russia. for ukraine, this world cup was an opportunity to fight for its independence from a russian-backed regime in crimea, and thus a chance to show
that it was not part of a russian propaganda campaign. but it was also a chance for a regime that still considers russia a threat to its existence, to get on the back foot, so ukrainians felt
they had to do what was necessary to survive the russian pressure. the poles, who had to live through soviet occupation, lived through russian invasion, are not going to rock the boat
any more. the czechs might. but they are being watched by millions of germans, so they may not want to play a risky game. it's interesting to watch as the national sports committee

grapples with its final plan to'secure' the world cup in the country in 2026. south africa's football system is such that it's not especially difficult to manage a world cup in this country, as
it was in brazil or south korea in 2002, or germany in 2006, but this time it's different. brazil is experiencing a deep crisis with the fifa, and south korea, gaps are simply unacceptable.
the country is concerned about the infrastructure the event will demand and about the baggage that seems to come with hosting a global sporting event. add to that, the questionable

ethical practices of fifa in allocating a host country, and it's a recipe for disaster. 5ec8ef588b
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